Abstract. For the purpose of biometric person identification, iris recognition uses the unique characteristics of the patterns of the iris; that is, the eye region between the pupil and the sclera. When obtaining an iris image, the iris's image is frequently rotated because of the user's head roll toward the left or right shoulder. As the rotation of the iris image leads to circular shifting of the iris features, the accuracy of iris recognition is degraded. To solve this problem, conventional iris recognition methods use shifting of the iris feature codes to perform the matching. However, this increases the computational complexity and level of false acceptance error. To solve these problems, we propose a novel iris recognition method based on multi-unit iris images. Our method is novel in the following five ways compared with previous methods. First, to detect both eyes, we use Adaboost and a rapid eye detector (RED) based on the iris shape feature and integral imaging. Both eyes are detected using RED in the approximate candidate region that consists of the binocular region, which is determined by the Adaboost detector. Second, we classify the detected eyes into the left and right eyes, because the iris patterns in the left and right eyes in the same person are different, and they are therefore considered as different classes. We can improve the accuracy of iris recognition using this pre-classification of the left and right eyes. Third, by measuring the angle of head roll using the two center positions of the left and right pupils, detected by two circular edge detectors, we obtain the information of the iris rotation angle. Fourth, in order to reduce the error and processing time of iris recognition, adaptive bit-shifting based on the measured iris rotation angle is used in feature matching. Fifth, the recognition accuracy is enhanced by the score fusion of the left and right irises. Experimental results on the iris open database of lowresolution images showed that the averaged equal error rate of iris recognition using the proposed method was 4.3006%, which is lower than that of other methods. Subject terms: iris recognition; pre-classification of left and right irises; adaptive bit-shifting; score fusion of left and right irises.
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Introduction
As human behavioral and physiological characteristics are highly discriminated among individuals, biometric features have been employed in various applications demanding the security and convenience of the user. In particular, biometric technology-such as iris, face, fingerprint, fingervein, hand geometry, and palm recognition-is used mostly for person authentication or verification. [1] [2] [3] Iris recognition uses the unique characteristics of the patterns of the iris; that is, the eye region between the pupil and sclera. 3 Because its permanency and usability is very high, iris recognition systems have been considered for use in critical security areas, such as airports and border control. In general, iris recognition largely consists of iris image preprocessing, iris feature extraction, and iris feature matching. 4 While the iris image preprocessing and feature extraction have been primarily addressed, the study of iris feature matching has recently become an issue. 4 An iris image includes the valid region of the iris patterns and the nonvalid regions of noisy components, such as eyelid, eyelash, and reflection of illumination. Iris image preprocessing algorithms, which detect the noisy factors and the boundaries of the pupil and iris in the image, have been exploited to achieve enhanced iris recognition performance. [3] [4] [5] [6] Several methods for extracting the local features of the iris were proposed. 3, 5, 7, 8 Among various feature extraction methods, spatial filters based on the Gabor filter have been primarily employed to extract the texture information of iris patterns. 3 In the iris feature-matching procedure, it is important to calculate a correct matching score by comparing feature codes. Since the occlusion caused by noise factors influences the matching score, this effect has to be considered in iris feature matching. In order to solve this problem, an occlusion mask has been proposed to avoid the occlusion effect caused by noises, such as eyelid and eyelash. 3, 7 When generating the iris feature code, the occlusion mask code corresponding to the iris feature code is simultaneously extracted. The occlusion mask code is used to determine whether the extracted iris feature code is valid or nonvalid. 3, 7 When an iris image is being acquired, the user's head roll to left or right shoulder or other movement frequently generates rotation of the iris image. Consequently, the rotated iris image leads to the circular shifting of the iris features. If the rotation angles of the iris images are different, the misalignment of the extracted feature codes happens, which reduces the iris recognition accuracy by increasing the false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR).
In previous studies, various strategies for robust iris feature matching were introduced. Ives et al. used the onedimensional (1-D) histogram and the Du measure to obtain the global rotation invariant feature and low computational complexity. 8 However, using the global features of an iris histogram degraded the accuracy of iris recognition more than did using the local texture features. To enhance the accuracy, the local texture patterns (LTPs) method was introduced by Du et al. 9 The 1-D iris signature that uses the locality extracted by LTPs exhibits the characteristic of being rotation-invariant. While feature matching using LTPs and the Du measure does not require additional computation for matching the iris image that is rotated by the user's head roll, the 1-D signature of LTPs still has a limitation in terms of enhancing recognition accuracy. To enhance the accuracy of iris recognition, Dong et al. proposed matching strategies based on the personalized weight map. 4 Since the texture and patterns in some regions of the iris, without eyelid or eyelash occlusions, are more reliable than those in other regions according to the individual, the authors generated weight maps by considering the reliability of the iris patterns using class-specific training images and online updating. However, if iris images rotated because of the user's head roll are not included in the training images and online data, these images are not considered for the generation of the personalized weight map. To eliminate the effect of the rotation of the iris images, circular bit-shifting was used in previous studies. 3, 7, 10 As it is difficult to measure the angle of iris rotation from the image of one eye, circular bit-shifting of a fixed length of the iris feature codes is performed. In addition, an approach based on weighted majority voting and template alignment using fixed-length circular bit-shifting was introduced by Ziauddin and Dailey.
11 By using bit-shifting of a fixed length in the matching, iris rotation in a limited range is compensated. However, the method of bit-shifting of a fixed length increases the processing time of feature matching and the FAR of iris recognition by moving the imposter distribution to the genuine one.
To overcome these problems, we propose a new iris feature-matching method that uses multi-unit iris images, based on the iris rotation angle. In order to detect both eyes, we use By matching with bit-shifting of a fixed length, the iris rotation of a limited range is compensated This method increases the processing time of feature matching and the false acceptance rate (FAR) of iris recognition due to moving the imposter distribution to the genuine one Adaptive bit-shifting (proposed method)
By matching with adaptive bit-shifting whose length is determined based on measured angle of iris rotation from two eyes, the iris rotation in an unlimited range is compensated, which reduces the processing time and recognition error Image that includes two eyes is required They used the CASIA ver. 1 and USNA databases whereas we used CASIA-Iris-Distance (CASIA-IrisV4) database for experiments. The number of images of CASIA-Iris-Distance is 10,340, which is much larger than CASIA ver. 1 (756) and USNA (1075) databases. The iris diameter of CASIA-Iris-Distance database is about 170 pixels ("acceptable quality" not "good quality" based on previous research 12 ), which is much smaller than that of CASIA ver. 1 and USNA databases (larger than 200 pixels). The pupil areas of CASIA ver. 1 database are manually painted black, which reduces the pupil detection error. And the number of rotated iris images is much smaller in their databases than in our database. In addition, the CASIA-Iris-Distance database was obtained at a distance (2.4 to 3 m), and much noises (such as low illumination, severe off-angle, hair occlusion, and specular reflection on glasses) are included in this database. So the accuracy of iris recognition of our research can be inevitably lower than their method They measured the accuracy as cumulative math characteristic (CMC) curve (1: n matching), and obtained the accuracy of 97% in the rank 5. However, we measured the accuracy as EER and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (1∶1 matching, which has been widely used as the performance evaluation of biometric system), and obtained the EER of 4.3006%
Since they used different databases, it is difficult to compare the accuracy of our method to that of their method
Generating iris templates considering weights
Matching methods based on the personalized weight map 4 They used the CASIA ver. 3 (CASIA-IrisV3-Lamp), UBath and ICE2005 databases. Although their accuracy is high (the EER of 0.8% with CASIA-IrisV3-Lamp database), all these databases are acquired at close distance. However, the CASIA-Iris-Distance database (which is used in our experiment) was obtained at a distance (2.4 to 3 m), and much noise (such as low illumination, severe off-angle, hair occlusion, and specular reflection on glasses) is included in this database. The number of rotated iris image is smaller in their databases than in our database. In addition, the iris diameter of our database (CASIA-Iris-Distance database) is about 170 pixels ("acceptable quality" not "good quality" based on previous research 12 ), which is smaller than the databases they used. So the accuracy of iris recognition of our research can be inevitably lower than their method Since they used different database, it is difficult to compare the accuracy of our method to that of their method Weighted majority voting 11 Although their accuracy is high (the EER of 0.06% with CASIA ver. 1 database), the number of images used in our experiments is 10,340, which is much larger than CASIA ver. 1 (756) of their method. The pupil areas of CASIA ver. 1 database are manually painted as black, which reduces the pupil detection error. The iris diameter of CASIA-Iris-Distance database is about 170 pixels ("acceptable quality" not "good quality" based on previous research 12 ), which is much smaller than that of CASIA ver. 1 database (larger than 200 pixels). And the number of rotated iris image is much smaller in their databases than our database. In addition, the CASIA-Iris-Distance database was obtained at a distance (2.4 to 3 m), and much noise (such as low illumination, severe offangle, hair occlusion, and specular reflection on glasses) is included in this database. So the accuracy of iris recognition of our research can be inevitably lower than their method Since they used different database, it is difficult to compare the accuracy of our method to that of their method
Matching by bit-shifting Bit-shifting of fixed length 3, 7, 10, 11, 13 In Ref. 13 , they showed the EER of left or right iris with CASIA-Iris-Distance database as higher than about 17%, which is much higher than our method With the same CASIA-Iris-Distance database, the EER of the method of bit-shifting of fixed length was obtained as 5.2278% in our experiment, which is higher than that of the proposed method (4.3006%)
In addition, the processing time of their method was measured as 0.865 ms (in desktop computer with an Intel Core I7 processor with 3.47-GHz speed and 12-GB RAM), which is much larger than that of our method (0.057 ms)
Adaptive bit-shifting (proposed method)
The EER of iris recognition with CASIA-Iris-Distance (CASIA-IrisV4) database is 4.3006%. The processing time of our method is measured as 0.057 ms (in desktop computer with an Intel Core I7 processor with 3.47-GHz speed and 12-GB RAM)
Adaboost and a rapid eye detector (RED) based on iris shape feature and integral imaging. Both the user's eyes are detected using RED in the approximate candidate region, consisting of the binocular region, which is determined by the Adaboost detector. Then we classify the detected eyes into the left and right eyes, because the iris patterns of the left and right eyes in the same person differ, and they are therefore considered as different classes. Thus we can improve the accuracy of iris recognition by pre-classification of the left and right eyes. By measuring the angle of head roll using the two center positions of the left and right pupils detected by two circular edge detectors (CEDs), we obtain the information about the iris rotation angle. In order to reduce the error and processing time of iris recognition, adaptive bit-shifting based on the measured iris rotation angle is used in feature matching. Further, the recognition accuracy is enhanced by the score fusion of left and right irises. Table 1 shows summarized comparisons of the proposed method and those of earlier studies. The proposed method has main advantage of recognition accuracy compared to the existing methods. So, in addition to the Table 1 , we additionally include the Table 2 .
In previous studies, 1, 6, 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] they researched about single iris, multi-modal recognitions and age estimation. In Refs. 6 and 7, the authors proposed a new segmentation method of iris region with noisy iris images captured by visible light and a new iris recognition method by combining two matching scores calculated by short-and long-sized Gabor filters, respectively. In Ref. 15 , the authors just compared the accuracy of iris recognition with the images captured by nearinfrared (NIR) light illuminator of short wavelength to that with the images by the NIR illuminator of long wavelength. In Refs. 16 and 17, the authors proposed a new eyelid detection algorithm and a new eyelash-detection algorithm based on the measured focus score of input image for iris recognition, respectively. In the case of Refs. 6, 7, and 15-17, experimental image includes single eye (not left and right eyes). So they did not use the pre-classification of left and right irises, adaptive bit-shifting based on the measured iris rotation angle used in feature matching, and score fusions of left and right irises like the proposed method. In Refs. 14, authors proposed a new iris matching method with noisy iris images captured by visible light. They did the pre-classification of left and right irises by using eyelash distribution and specular reflection points from the single eye (not left and right eyes), which shows the pre-classification error of 9.1%. However, since two eyes are seen in the experimental images of our research, accurate pre-classification of left and right irises can be done based on the detected positions of left and right eyes (the preclassification error of 0%). In addition, they do not use the score fusions of left and right irises like the proposed method.
In Ref. 18 , the authors proposed a device that captures face and both irises images at the same time. Based on the eye position in the face image, the searching radius of the iris region in the iris image is defined. By combining the matching scores of face and both irises, they enhanced the final recognition accuracy. In Refs. 14 and 18, they did not use the adaptive bit-shifting based on the measured iris rotation angle used in feature matching like the proposed method. In Ref. 1, the authors proposed a device that captures fingerprint and finger-vein images at the same time. By combining two scores of fingerprint and fingervein recognition, they enhanced the final recognition accuracy. In Ref. 19 , the authors proposed an age estimation method with the face image based on support vector machine and support vector regression. These researches of Refs. 1 and 19 are not about iris recognition like the proposed method.
This paper is organized as follows. A detailed explanation of the proposed method is given in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, the experimental results are described, and the conclusions are presented in Sec. 4.
Proposed Method of Multi-Unit Iris Recognition

Overview of the Proposed Method
An overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . When inputting the facial image captured by the camera with a zoom lens and high-resolution image sensor, we detect both eyes using Adaboost 20 and RED based on eye shape feature and integral imaging (see "Step 2" of Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.2). 21 In general, the left and right irises of the same person are considered as different classes. 10 Therefore, we pre-classify the both eyes into "left eye" and "right eye" based on the center position of the detected eyes (see "Step 3" of Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.2). The pre-classified left irises are matched only with the templates of the left iris, and the right irises only with those of the right iris.
14 After the boundaries of the pupil and iris are found using the two CEDs, the eyelash, eyelid and reflection occlusions are removed to eliminate the effect of noisy factors (see "Step 4" of Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.3). 6, 7 In general, the head roll (to left or right shoulder) or the user's motion generates a rotation of the iris image during iris image acquisition. Since the rotation of the iris image generates a circular rotation of the iris feature, it is important to obtain the angle of iris rotation in order to solve this problem. Therefore, we measure the head roll angle based on the pupil center coordinates of the left and right eyes determined by the two CEDs (see "
Step 5" of Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.4). The 1-D Gabor filter is used to generate the iris feature code (see "Step 6" of Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.5). 7, 14 In addition, the occlusion mask is generated to check whether the corresponding iris region is occluded or not by the noise factor. 3, 7, 14 For the iris feature matching procedure, adaptive bit-shifting based on the head roll angle is used (see "Step 7" of Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.6). The measured HD L (hamming distance (HD) of "left eye") and HD R (HD of "right eye") are combined by the weighted sum rule of score level fusion (see "Step 8" of Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.6). Finally, the final score of the weighted sum score is used to determine whether the user is genuine or an imposter by comparing with the pre-determined threshold (see "Step 9" of Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.6).
Detecting Both Eyes and Pre-Classification of Left and Right Eyes
To find the approximate binocular region, Adaboost that is based on an eye pair classifier is used. 22 To reduce the processing time of detecting the binocular region in a high-resolution facial image, the original image of 4 mega pixels (2352 × 1728 pixels) is down-sampled into one of 336 × 246 pixels as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The approximate binocular region of the down-sampled facial image is detected by the Adaboost algorithm as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
Using the approximate binocular region, left and right searching regions are determined based on the center position of the horizontal width of the approximate binocular region. In each searching region, the left and right eyes are detected by RED based on the eye shape feature and integral imaging. 21 Commonly, the gray level of iris and pupil regions is lower than that of their neighboring regions. In order to detect the eye region, a mask consisting of 3 × 3 sub-blocks of various sizes is used, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , 21 since the captured iris size differs according to individual variation as well as the Z-distance between camera and human's eye.
In order to enhance the processing speed, integral imaging technology is used to calculate the means of each sub-block shown in Fig. 3(a) . 21 As shown in Fig. 3(a) , R 0 and R 1 ∼ R 8 represent the candidate iris region and its neighbor regions, respectively. The mean gray value of R 0 is compared with those of R 1 ∼ R 8 . Only if the mean value of R 0 is lower than those of the other subregions (R 1 ∼ R 8 ), the sum of differences of mean values among the center subregion of R 0 and the other subregions (R 1 ∼ R 8 ) is measured because of the characteristics of the eye region. By moving the mask [ Fig. 3(a) ] of various sizes and selecting the position where the maximum sum value is obtained, the eye candidate region is determined. Figure 3(b) shows examples of the detection of both eyes.
Because the left and right iris patterns of the same person are different, a person's "left eye" and "right eye" are considered as different classes in iris recognition. 3 To confirm this, Daugman measured the distribution of HD between the two ("left" and "right") iris codes extracted from same person. Experimental results showed that the mean and standard deviation of the HD distribution when matching two irises of the same person are very similar to those when matching an imposter and different persons. 3 Based on these results, in previous research, Shin et al. enhanced the accuracy of iris recognition by distinguishing the left and right irises.
14 Based on the detected positions of the two eyes in Fig. 3(b) , the left and right eyes are preclassified.
Extracting the Regions of Pupil, Iris, Eyelid, and Eyelash
Based on the detected eye regions described in Sec. 2.2, accurate pupil and iris regions are detected in the original image by using two CEDs as follows: 
where (x 0 , y 0 ) and r represent the center position and radius of the iris, respectively, (x 0 0 , y 0 0 ) and r 0 are the center position and radius of the pupil, respectively, and Iðx; yÞ and Iðx 0 ; y 0 Þ are the pixel gray values of the positions (x, y) and (x 0 , y 0 ), respectively. While a pupil searching range of [0, 2π] radians is used to find the pupil boundary, the iris searching ranges of [−ðπ∕4Þ, π∕6] and [5π∕6,5π∕4] radians are used to determine the iris boundary, as the iris boundary is frequently occluded by the upper and lower eyelids. 6, 15, 18 Figure 4(b) shows an example of the localization of the pupil and iris. The noises generated by the eyelash and eyelid in the localized iris region occlude the iris patterns of the iris region. Because these irregular noises generate incorrect codes of the iris patterns, the accuracy of iris recognition is degraded. To obtain the candidate point of the upper and lower eyelids, upper and lower eyelid detecting masks are employed. 6, 16, 18 The parabolic Hough transform detects the upper and lower eyelid line using the upper and lower candidate points. After removing the eyelid, the eyelashes are detected using the characteristics of gray level and direction. The gray level of eyelashes is lower than that of its neighboring pixel. Eyelashes have the feature that the vertical component is stronger than the horizontal component. An eyelash-detecting mask that reflects these characteristics is used to eliminate eyelashes. 6, 17, 18 Finally, the result of eliminating eyelashes and eyelid is seen in Fig. 4(c) .
Measuring the Angle of Head Roll
When head roll to left or right shoulder occurs during acquisition of a facial image, as shown in Fig. 5 , the distance between the y coordinates of each center point of the left and right eye in the captured facial image is generated; if the extent of the head roll increases, the gap also increases. Based on this, we measure the head roll angle using the x and y distances between the center coordinates of both irises. The center coordinates of the left and right pupils extracted by the two CEDs in an original facial image were employed to calculate the x and y distances. In Fig. 5 , θ r , (x L , y L ), and (x R , y R ) represent the head roll angle, the center coordinate of the left pupil, and that of the right pupil, respectively. The head roll angle (θ r ) is measured as
If y L of the left pupil is larger than y R of the right pupil, θ r becomes a positive roll angle. Conversely, if y L of the left pupil is smaller than y R of the right pupil, as shown in Fig. 5 , θ r becomes a negative roll angle.
Generating Iris Code Using 1-D Gabor Filter
The iris diameter of the captured iris image varies according to personal variance and the Z-distance between the user and the camera sensor. In addition, since the contraction and dilation of the pupil area change in response to illumination variation, the length between the inner and outer boundaries of the captured iris becomes inconsistent. To decrease these variances, the following normalization procedures are performed. 7, 14, 18 The rectangular image of the polar coordinates is generated from the preprocessed iris image of Fig. 4(c) . The image is then split into eight tracks and 256 sectors, as shown in Fig. 6 . Then, a further normalized image of 256 × 8 pixels from the image in Fig. 6 is obtained by using the 1-D Gaussian kernel to calculate the weighted mean of several gray pixels in each track in the vertical direction (ρ axis). With the normalized image of 256 × 8 pixels, we extract the iris binary code of 2048 bits by using a 1-D Gabor filter of 25 kernel size and 1∕20 central frequency. 7, 14, 18 To guarantee the reliability of the iris feature code, the mask code of the 2048 binary bits is also extracted, which represents whether the corresponding iris code is extracted from the occluded area (white region inside the iris area in Fig. 6 ) or not. 7, 14, 18 Only the iris code whose mask code is valid (extracted from nonoccluded area by noises) is used for calculating the HD score. 7, 14, 18 As both the left and right irises in the captured facial image are used for iris recognition, the iris codes and mask codes of both irises are generated.
Iris Code Matching by Adaptive Bit-Shifting and Score Fusions of Two HD of Left and Right Irises
Since the rotation of the iris image as shown in Fig. 5 leads to the circular shifting of the iris feature, misalignment of the iris patterns between the enrolled and recognized iris images occurs in the iris-matching procedure. To reduce the misalignment of iris patterns caused by head roll, circular bitshifting of the iris feature codes was used in previous research studies. 3, 7, 10, 11 However, as it is difficult to obtain an accurate head roll angle from the image of one eye, circular bit-shifting, which covers a wide range of rotation angles, is performed, thereby increasing the processing time of matching and the matching error rate.
To overcome these problems, adaptive bit-shifting based on the measured iris rotation angle is utilized in this study.
Using the enrolled and input iris images, the two head roll angles in Fig. 5 are calculated as θ E r and θ R r , respectively. From that, the angle difference θ d r is calculated as
If θ d r is a positive value, the enrolled iris image is rotated in the counterclockwise direction by θ d r relative to the recognized iris image. If it is a negative value, the enrolled iris image is rotated in the clockwise direction by θ d r relative to the recognized iris image.
When measuring the head roll angle using the pupil center positions of the left and right eyes, as shown in Fig. 5 , a detection error of the iris and pupil regions by the two CEDs can inevitably occur. Therefore, we consider this error when determining the range of adaptive bit-shifting as
where f s and f e denote the starting and ending values of the bit-shifting range, respectively. The optimal margin, θ e r , considering the detection error (of the iris and pupil regions by two CEDs) was experimentally determined using training data. θ s denotes the degree between each sector of Fig. 6 . Since the 256 sectors correspond to 360 deg in Fig. 6 , θ s is determined as 1.40625 deg (360 deg ∕256).
As shown in Eq. (4), if the measured θ d r is relatively smaller than the margin θ e r , θ e r affects the calculation of f s and f e significantly, and the credibility of the calculated f s and f e is inevitably degraded. In order to solve this problem, we use an additional threshold, θ T r , as shown in Eqs. (5) and (6) . The optimal threshold, θ T r , was also experimentally determined using training data. Therefore, only if the absolute value of the measured θ d r is greater than or the same as the threshold θ T r are f s and f e used as the starting and ending values of the bit-shifting range; otherwise, the pre-determined values of −a and a are used as the starting and ending values of bit-shifting range, as shown in Eqs. (5) and (6) . The optimal value of a was experimentally determined using training data.
Since f s and f e are represented as real numbers, and the starting and ending value of the bit-shifting range should be shown as an integer value, the floor and ceiling functions are used in Eqs. (5) and (6) . That is, bf s c and df e e represent the greatest integer value not greater than f s , and the lowest integer value not smaller than f e , respectively. 23 For example, assuming that the measured θ (5) and (6) are calculated as 3 and 4, respectively, and they become the final starting and ending values [F s and F e of Eq. (7)]. Thus the iris code matching with bit-shifting is performed in the range from 3 to 4 bits.
Based on the range of adaptive bit-shifting of Eq. (7), two HDs scores (HD L and HD R ) of "left eye" and "right eye" are calculated on the basis of the left and right iris templates, respectively.
To improve the accuracy of iris recognition, the two HD scores of HD L and HD R are combined by the weighted SUM rule of score level fusion as follows:
HD F represents the final HD score of HD L and HD R combined by the weighted SUM rule. The optimal weight W was experimentally determined using training images. Finally, HD F is used to discriminate whether the user is genuine or an imposter by comparison with the pre-determined threshold.
Experimental Results
Although there are various iris databases of CASIA, 24 UPOL, 25 ICE, 26 UBIRIS, 27 IITD, 28 MMU, 29 and University of Bath 30 etc., there is no open database that includes both irises except the CASIA-Iris-Distance database. 24 To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we used the database of CASIA-Iris-Distance (CASIA-IrisV4), which consists of 2,567 images obtained from 284 classes of 142 volunteers. 24 CASIA-Iris-Distance includes iris images captured by the self-developed long-range multi-modal biometric image acquisition and recognition system (LMBS). 24 Detail specifications and explanations of physical system are not unveiled. 24 Magnification factor and focal length of the camera lens are not unveiled, either.
Each image of CASIA-Iris-Distance captured at long Z-distance includes both eyes in a facial image of 2352 × 1728 pixels. Since the entire image that includes both the eyes is 2352 × 1728 pixels, the pixel diameter of the iris area is less than about 170 pixels, which can be regarded as "acceptable quality" and not "good quality." Based on previous research, an iris image having a diameter over 200 pixels is considered as "good quality," and iris diameters of 150 to 200 and 100 to 150 pixels are regarded as "acceptable quality" and "marginal quality," respectively. 12 Because the CASIA-Iris-Distance database is only open database that includes both irises, we used this database for our experiment, although the resolution of the iris region is lower than in other conventional iris databases. In order to consider the various capturing environments along the long Z-distance [from a distance of 2.4 to 3 m (Ref. 24) ], diverse noise factors such as low illumination, severe off-angle, hair occlusion, and specular reflection on glasses were generated in both eyes in the CASIA-Iris-Distance database, which affected the detection performance of the iris region. Thus 2068 images were used for our experiments, excluding the images that were too noisy, which caused large detection errors of the iris regions, since enhancing the performance of the detection algorithm is not the goal of our research. As the CASIA-Iris-Distance database of the 2068 images is too small for us to accurately evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we expanded the CASIA-IrisDistance database by artificially rotating the original image as 5, −5, 15, and −15 deg, respectively. From that, we obtain the larger database of 10,340 images (including the original and rotated images), which is much larger than the original CASIA-Iris-Distance database.
With the expanded database of 10,340 images, the performances were measured based on four-folds cross validation. Cross validation has been widely used for pattern classification, 19, 31 and it separates the training and testing data in order to guarantee the confidence level of experiment. In case of fourfolds cross validation, the whole database is equally separated into four parts as A, B, C, and D. In the first trial, the three-fourths images (A, B, C) of whole database are used for training ("training data set 1"), and the remaining one-fourth images (D) are used for testing ("testing data set 1"). In the second trial, another three-fourths images (A, C, D) are used for training ("training data set 2"), and the remaining onefourth images (B) are used for testing ("testing data set 2"). Based on this procedure, the average accuracy with four testing data sets from the four trials is measured as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 7 .
Since the measurement error of the head roll angle affects the adaptive bit-shifting in iris code matching, the error was measured by comparing the angles calculated by the proposed method and manually obtained measurements, as the first experiment. The experimental results with four training data sets ("training data set 1," "training data set 2" . . . "training data set 4") showed that the average measurement error was about 0.1322 deg, and it was considered as θ e r of Eq. (4).
As the second experiment, we tested the performances of the pre-classified "left eye" and "right eye" and "both eyes" without pre-classification, as summarized in Table 3 . In the pre-classification test, the input iris code determined as "left eye" was matched only with the enrolled iris code of "left eye," and that determined as "right eye" was matched only with the enrolled iris code of "right eye," as shown in Fig. 1 . In case of "both eyes" without pre-classification, the input iris code was matched with the enrolled iris codes of both irises.
As the third test, we compared the performance of bit-shifting a fixed length as proposed by Daugman 3 and the adaptive bit-shifting used in the proposed method. We obtained the four optimal lengths of bit-shifting according to "left iris," "right iris," and "both irises" matching from each "training data sets (training data set 1, 2 . . . 4)" in terms of recognition accuracy, in order to measure the accuracy of Daugman's bit-shifting of a fixed length. Based on these four optimal lengths, the four equal error rate (EERs) by the Daugman's method were measured with four testing data sets (testing data set 1, 2 . . . 4), and the average EER was shown in Table 3 and Fig. 7 . Table 3 lists the EER of iris recognition with/without preclassification according to Daugman's bit-shifting of a fixed length 3 and the adaptive bit-shifting of the proposed method. The EER is the error rate when the FAR value is similar to that of the FRR; it has been widely used as the performance criterion of biometric systems. 32 FAR is the error rate of accepting an un-enrolled person as an enrolled one, while FRR is that of rejecting the enrolled person as an un-enrolled one. The EERs without/with pre-classification were obtained by averaging the EERs of the left and right irises from four testing data sets.
In Table 3 , we can see that iris code matching with preclassification improves the accuracy of iris recognition as compared to that without pre-classification. In addition, the EER of adaptive bit-shifting was lower than that of fixed-length bit-shifting. In conclusion, the EER with preclassification and adaptive bit-shifting was 8.1117%, which was much smaller than that (34.4381%) without pre-classification and by bit-shifting of a fixed length.
In the fourth experiment, we compared the performances of bit-shifting of a fixed length and adaptive bit-shifting using both the pre-classification (of left and right irises) and weighted SUM rule [to combine two matching scores of left and right irises of Eq. (8)]. As shown in Table 3 , the EER (4.3006%) of adaptive bit-shifting was lower than that (5.2278%) of bit-shifting of fixed length; the EER of using all the proposed pre-classification methods, adaptive bit-shifting, and weighted SUM rule was 4.3006%, and it was lower than for other cases, as seen in Table 3 . Figure 7 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the proposed method (pre-classificationþ adaptive bit-shifting þ weighted SUM rule) and other methods. The ROC curve is comprised of the genuine acceptance rate (GAR) and the FAR, where GAR is "100-FRR" (%). In Fig. 7 , "pre-classification þ adaptive bit-shifting" and "pre-classification þ bit-shifting of fixed length" denote the ROC curves of uni-modal iris recognition not combining the two scores of left and right irises. In these cases, the ROC curves were obtained by averaging the accuracies for left and right irises. From the Fig. 7 , we confirm that the accuracy level of the proposed method (pre-classificationþ adaptive bit-shifting þ weighted SUM rule) is higher than that of other methods.
Since the pixel diameter of the iris area in the CASIAIris-Distance database is almost less than 170 pixels, which can be regarded as "acceptable quality" not "good quality" based on previous research, 12 and the image was captured in various capturing environments along a long Z-distance (from 2.4 to 3 m away 24 ) including various noises, the final EER (4.3006%) of the proposed iris recognition is relatively higher than that of conventional iris recognition system.
If the image resolutions of both irises reduce according to the increase of Z distance, the decrease of sensor resolution, or the decrease of lens magnification factor, the accuracy of our method can be inevitably degraded due to the increased error of segmentation of iris, pupil, eyelid, and eyelash area, and the reduced amount of iris patterns in the iris area. That is often the case with the conventional iris recognition system. However, the proposed adaptive bit-shifting is not much affected by these images of lower resolution because the additional margin for bit-shifting is used in the proposed method, considering the error of estimating the rotation angle of both irises.
In the next experiment, we compared the average processing time of calculating the HD of one iris (left or right iris) per each template, using adaptive bit-shifting and Daugman's method, as shown in Table 4 . The experiments were performed on a desktop computer with an Intel Core I7 processor with 3.47-GHz speed and 12-GB RAM. Since the number of bit-shifting is smaller in the case of the adaptive bit-shifting, its processing speed is much faster than that of the bit-shifting of a fixed length. Although the difference in the processing time is only 0.808 ms (0.865 − 0.057), it is measured when matching with only one iris template. In various applications, iris recognition has been used as an identification system (1:N matching), 33 where, if the number of iris templates increases on the identification system, the difference in the processing time inevitably becomes larger. For example, assuming that the number of iris templates is 100,000, the difference in the processing time is 80.8 s (0.808 ms × 100; 000). In addition, if the comparison is executed on a desktop computer or mobile device having slower CPU, the difference in the processing time becomes much larger. Measuring the angle of head roll 0
Generating iris codes using 1-D Gabor filter on both irises In the last experiment, we measured the processing time of the sub-algorithms of the proposed method, as shown in Table 5 . The processing time for detecting both eyes using Adaboost and RED was 27.3 ms. The processing time of extracting the regions of pupil, iris, eyelid, and eyelash for both irises was 312.3 ms, that for generating the iris code using a 1-D Gabor filter on both irises was 22 ms, and that for iris code matching by adaptive bit-shifting on both irises was 0.114 ms. Consequently, the total processing time using the proposed method was 361.714 ms.
Conclusions
We propose a novel iris recognition method based on multiunit iris images. In order to detect both eyes, we use Adaboost and a RED based on iris shape feature and integral imaging. Then, we improve the accuracy of iris recognition by pre-classification of the left and right eyes. By measuring the angle of head roll (to left or right shoulder) using the two center positions of the left and right pupils detected by two CEDs, we obtain the information about iris rotation angle. In order to reduce the error and processing time of iris recognition, adaptive bit-shifting based on the measured iris rotation angle is used in feature matching. Finally, the recognition accuracy is enhanced by the score fusion of the left and right irises. According to the experimental results, the proposed method enhances the performance of iris recognition in comparison with existing methods. In future works, we intend to investigate the adaptive bit-shifting method based on the estimated rotation angle of iris from an image that includes only one eye.
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